ABC COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Buckalew Elementary
Principal: Jill L. Price
Parent: Nina Neal

Bush Elementary
Principal: Dr. Jarod M. Lambert
Parent: Lindsay Speaker

Collins Intermediate
Principal: Shelli Le Blanc
Parent: Wendy Brueckner

David Elementary
Principal: Lee Allen
Parent: Jennifer Thomson

Deretchin K-6
Principal: Alicia Reeves
Parent: Sharon Jahnke

Galatas Elementary
Principal: Denae Wilker
Parent: Shauna Tysor

Glen Loch Elementary
Principal: Cassie Hertzenberg
Parent: Catherine Ragas

Hailey Elementary
Principal: Tracy Horne
Parent: Amber Diamond

Lamar Elementary
Principal: Kristen Belcher
Parent: Christy Tinnell

Mitchell Elementary
Principal: Paula Klapesky
Parent: Cristen Vickers

Powell Elementary
Principal: Lisa Garrison
Parent: Charles Cobb

Ride Elementary
Principal: Megan Burnham
Parent: Stacy Kimpel

Tough Elementary
Principal: Shawn Creswell
Parent: Stephanie Stablein

Wilkerson Intermediate
Principal: Jennifer J. Daw
Parent: Becky Fralix

Deputy Superintendent
Dr. Chris Hines

Elementary Education
Dr. Debbie Phillips
Dr. Shellie Winkler

Non-Voting Resources to the Committee
Dr. Jean Stewart, District Administrator
Katie Morton, Communications Specialist
Regina Woody-Crain, Systems Analyst
Sam Davila, Director of Transportation
Jim Kacur, Assistant Superintendent of Operations
Teri Ross, Director of Information Systems